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called Shivaji, dead or alive. On his way from Bijapur to Wai,
Afzulkhan desecrated the great temples at Tuljapur and Pandhar-
pur, and broke the idols. His march therefore had all the appear-
ance of a religious war* and naturally excited the worst passions on
both sides. There can be no doubt that the issues which depended
upon the result of this contest • were of the greatest possible,
character. It was a struggle of life or death to the victor or the
vanquished. Shivaji and his councillors perceived the gravity of
the situation. They prepared themselves to repel the invasion, but
before Shivaji adopted his final plans, he invoked the guidance of
his goddess Bhawani. He asked his Chitnis to note down in writing
the words which the goddess might put into his own mouth, while
he was under the influence of divine possession. The words were
noted down as they were uttered in unconscious excitement-
Encouraged by the promise of protection thus assured, and
by the blessing of his mother, and the devotion of his army,
Shivaji resolved to meet his great antagonist on a spot carefully
chosen by himself. While all this care and caution were being
bestowed on the part of Shivaji, Afzulkhan* proud in the posses-
sion of the large army that he was leading, and certain that Shivaji
would not stand up against him in the field, was intent upon one
subject only, namely to bring out Shivaji from the shelter of his
forts, and, if possible, to capture him and take him in triumph to
Bijapur, and thus avoid all the perils of a long campaign. While
Shivaji's army occupied the valleys of the Krishna and Koyana,
and the thick jungles concealed them from the enemies* view,
Afzulkhan's army spread from Wai to Mahabaleshwar, exposed
to flank attacks on both sides. Apparently each was anxious to
surprise and capture the other's person, for both knew that in
eastern warfare the fall of the general leading the army too often
determined or greatly influenced the result of the fight. Afzulkhan
was approached by Shivaji's emissaries who represented to him
that Shivaji was ready to make his submission, and there-
upon Afzulkhan sent his own Brahman pandit to obtain
correct information. This man was gained over by an appeal to
his religious and patriotic sentiments. It was then arranged that
both should meet one another for personal explanations unattend-
ed by their forces. What happened at the interview has been vari-
ously described. The Mahomedan historians, whom Grant Duff
follows, charge Shivaji with treachery in the first attack he made
with the fatal Wagha-nakha (tiger-claws) and the Bhawani sword;
while the Maratha chroniclers, both Sabhasada and Chitnis, state
that the stalwart Khan first seized^ Shivaji's neck by the left band
and, drawing him towards himself, caught him under his left arm.

